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Too many client meetings do more harm to a business’s brand than good because the

professionals involved either aren’t sufficiently prepared, synchronized, or clear on the

objectives that will define the meeting’s success. In Mastering Client Meetings, we thoroughly

examine the preparation, execution and review of a client meeting. You’ll leave this program

with a system for conducting client meetings and a number of techniques that will help you

and your team improve your meeting performance over time.

 

This program is designed for anyone who is responsible for leading, or participating in, client

meetings of any kind.

 

 

 

How to set SMART meeting objectives

How to efficiently research companies and individuals

How to prepare yourself and your team for meetings

How to create a meeting environment that allows your client to feel comfortable sharing

their priorities and challenges with you

How to uncover a hidden agenda and avoid getting blind-sided before the meeting begins

How to use permission to avoid or discuss sensitive topics

How to set expectations and eliminate time-wasting at the end of client meetings

PRE-MEETING PREPARATION
In this session, we explore what to prepare before every meeting, how to efficiently research

individuals and companies, and how to structure your preparation in order to put yourself in a

position to achieve the best outcome possible.

 

You'll learn:

 

 

OPENING & CLOSING THE MEETING
In this session, we break down the four components of effective openings and effective

closings, and discuss how to avoid the common mistakes that professionals make in these

two critical phases of the meeting.

 

You'll learn:
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The SAGE Notes system for taking notes during client meetings

3 techniques to help improve your note-taking speed and accuracy

Best practices for processing your notes and following up after the meeting ends

The 10-Minute Meeting Review system for reviewing and analyzing client meetings

How to self-assess your own meeting performance

TAKING MEETING NOTES
In this session, we introduce SAGE Notes, a system designed for taking notes during client

meetings, to improve your overall note-taking speed and accuracy, and share best practices

for processing your notes to ensure they remain referenceable long after the meeting finishes.

 

You'll learn:

 

 

REVIEWING THE MEETING
In this session, we talk about why reviewing every client meeting is so important for your

professional development. Then we introduce the 10-Minute Meeting Review, a 5-step system

for reviewing every client meeting, to help you standardize the way you and your team

analyze your meeting performance.

 

You'll learn:
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4 two-hour sessions delivered over 2-4 weeks

Small group exercises and hands-on activities

Challenges provided after each sessions

4 two-hour live-streamed sessions delivered over 2-4 weeks

Individual exercises and activities to increase engagement

Challenges provided after each sessions

ONSITE DELIVERY

 

REMOTE DELIVERY

 

DELIVERY OPTIONS
 

PRE-TRAINING (MANAGERS)
Three weeks before the training, management and SAGE will meet to review the training

materials, answer questions and decide on specific learning outcomes to be emphasized

during the training. At this time, managers will also have the option to set their teams up with a

specific prospecting campaign that they can execute throughout the duration of the training.

 

PRE-TRAINING (PARTICIPANTS)
Participants will be provided the training materials one week before the training. They will also

be sent a pre-survey to register for the training and assess their level of experience and

desired training outcomes.

 

POST-TRAINING (MANAGERS)
SAGE will conduct a wrap-up meeting with management to provide feedback, analysis and

coaching recommendations for each participant and the group as a whole. Managers will

receive a post-training resource kit to help them reinforce the training.

 

POST-TRAINING (PARTICIPANTS)
SAGE will conduct a 1-1 wrap-up meeting with each participant to give overall feedback,

recommendations and to answer any questions about the training. Participants will also be

given access to a discussion group for direct access to SAGE.

 

REINFORCEMENT PLAN
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